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Students FBI investigates administrators
fix Poly
Canyon
By Kimberly Masculine

MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

By Amanda Strachan
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITFR

What started as a senior project in
1963, now provides the inspiration for
an equally impressive project for six
students
in
the
College
of
Architecture and Environmental
Design.
Many students regard their senior
project with dread. Like a pendulum,
they watch it fall a little closer each
year, knowing that one-day it must
come.
For the group of six CAED students
who meet twice a week, they will not
even receive senior project credit for
the time-consuming task of recon
structing and perfecting a current
Poly canyon structure.
Instead of senior project credit the
students will receive credit for an
independent study course called
Landscape Architecture 400.
In the prix:ess the new designers
will take the old calculations and
transform them using new axles and
materials. But, it’s not as simple as
copying the formulas first used. As
Ken Minor, one of the original design
ers, admits in one meeting with the
students, the calculations were not
right on. Recreating the structure has
proven difficult for the students who
will now mcxlify st>me of the dimen
sions. The goal is to create the struc
ture using a complex mathematical
formula called a catenary to hlend
precision into art.
The students working on the pro
ject are Ben Green, Robert Pacheco,
Elley Arinez, Susan Smilanich, Jeff
Messana and Jon Vtxrrhies, with the
help of professor Nick Watry.
They will, however, gain invalu
able knowledge through the process.
Green said.
“What’s Cal Poly’s motto, learn by
doing. That’s exactly what we are
doing,” he said.
At the same time, the students will
bridge past and present while literally
leaving their mark on Cal Poly.
Poly Canyon has been home to
many senior projects over the years,
but the first permanent structure to
ever be built in the canyon was erect
ed almost 40 years ago.
Four architectural engineering stu
dents had taken an interest in pre
stressed concrete technology, a
process that at the time was not being
taught at the college level.
They used the principals of the
technoltTgy to create a concrete sculp
ture that they hoped would break the
mold for pre-stressed technology.
“When the concrete flower was
built it was absolutely stunning ...
and remains that way even today,”
Mark Haselton, one of the original
designers said. “Sited at the entrance
of the hillside of experimental struc
tures, it’s a real showstopper. It’s not

see CANYON, page 2

The FBI is currently investigating
whether Cal Poly administrators
obstructed justice or tampered with
witnesses
during
the
Safwat
Moustafa child pornography case.
Supervisor of the FBI’s Santa
Maria office Ed Miller could not
elaborate on the details of the alle
gations that support the new inves
tigation. He would not say which
employees the allegations ftKus on

or what positions they hold.
of limitations, the FBI has five years
Though
the
to
bring
charges
inquiry began shortly “ . . . (If) there is an
against Cal Poly.
after Moustafa’s Sept. obstruction o f
In the 21 years that
19 indictment. Miller
Miller has been with
said there could have justice, it can be
the Santa Maria FBI
been allegations of potentially considered
office, he has not wit
obstruction of justice for prosecution."
nessed any l(x;al inves
before then.
tigations with allega
Ed
Miller
He said he hopes to
tions of obstruction of
justice.
conclude the investi supervisor
“Most of the time,
gation by the time of Santa Maria FBI office
the trial, which is tak
we are ftKused on the
central violation of the case, but
ing place in May. Due to the statute

(during) the course of any case, if
there is an obstruction of justice, it
can be potentially considered feu
prosecution,” Miller said.
Director of public affairs Leah
Kolt was not able to comment; how
ever, the public affairs office
released a general statement to the
media.
“We are unaware of any miscon
duct by Cal Poly officials,” the state
ment said. “Cal Poly has been com-

see MOUSTAFA, page 2
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moking on campus may
become
less convenient.
PrL>ptTsed smoking regulations
will designate areas on campus as
part of a university pislicy approved
by Cal Poly President Warren
Baker last Monday.
The policy will go into effect
Jan. 1.
The California State University
chancellor delegated authority to
Baker, along with all other C SU
presidents, to regulate second-hand
smoke on campus grounds through
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Poly adopts new
smoking policy
• Story by Josh Petray • Graphic by M.R. Beals •
Executive Order 599 in May 2003.
This may include stricter regula
tions on campus.
Last spring, surveys were distrib

uted to faculty, staff and students to
determine smoking policy prefer
ences of the campus community.
Those surveyed were asked to

choose between a S-fixYt barrier, a
25-foot barrier, designated smoking
areas or smoke-free areas. Current
law calls for a 5-frxTt barrier.
Some students and staff don’t
mind smokers outside classnxTms
but others are opp<.>sed to second
hand smoke exposure.
“Every time 1 get out of class and
there’s a smoker outside, I have to
hold my breath to get through the
clouds of smoke,” said electrical

see SMOKING, page 2

Court weighs scholarships for religious schooling
By Anne Gearan
ASSOCIATED PRESS

W ASHINGTON — The Supreme Court jus
tices appeared deeply divided Tuesday in a
church-state case involving a college student who
lost his taxpayer-funded scholarship because he
chose to major in theology.
In a case with implications for President Bush’s
plan to allow more church-based organizations to
compete for government money, the administra
tion’s top Supreme G)urt lawyer argued it was
improper for Joshua Davey to lose the Promise
Scholarship he was awarded by the state of
Washington.
The scholarship was rescinded after Davey
declared his major because state officials deemed it
an unconstitutional blending of church and state.

“It’s treating religion differently from non-reli
gion,” Justice Antonin Scalia told Washington’s
lawyer, Narda Pierce. “You can study anything
you like and get it subsidized, except religion.
Why does that not violate the principle of neu
trality T
The Bush administration backs Davey, arguing
that states cannot discriminate against religious
education.
“The Promise Scholarship program practices
the plainest form of religious discrimination,”
Solicitor General Theodore Olson told the jus
tices during a lively hourlong argument session.
“The clear and unmistakable message is that reli
gion and preparation for a career in the ministry
is disfavored.”
Several justices seemed skeptical, suggesting
that the country has long had a hands-off ptilicy

when it comes to the training of clergy and that
states have considerable leeway in choosing how
to spend money.
Justice Stephen Breyer told Olson that the
Supreme Court could force a vast reordering of
government spending if it sides with Davey.
A broad ruling that Davey had a constitution
al right to the scholarship money would mean
government would have to be careful not to
exclude religious programs or organizations in
many areas, such as government contracting and
medical programs, Breyer said.
“The implications of this case are breathtak
ing,” Breyer said.
That “sense of doom” is unwarranted, Olson
assured Breyer.

see RELIGION, page 2
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5 - Day Forecast
TODAY
high: 68° / low 44°

'

THURSDAY
high: 70° / low 43°

'

FRIDAY
high: 67° / low 46°
SATURDAY
high: 64°/ low 42°
SUNDAY
high: 64°/ low 39°
Sunrise/Sunset
rises: 6::54 a .m ./ sets; 4:50 p.m.

Tides
high

6:35 a.m.
7:02 p.m.

low

1:17 a.m.

5.34 feet
3.71 feet
1.31 feet

MOUSTAFA
continued from page 1
mitted and remains committed to
fully cooperating with law enforce
ment officials.”
.According to a statement previ
ously rele.tsed by Cal Poly, the uni
versity has “acknowledged that it
might have been better to ask tor
assistance from law enforcement
experts at an early stage of the
assessment.”
Thom Mrozack, a spokesman tor
the U.S. attorney’s office, said, “1
will not make any comment on any
ongoing investigation, and in tact,
1 won’t even acknowledge that
there is any investigation in the
area.
Moustafa, 65, has pleaded inno
cent to two counts ot possessing
child pornography on university
o>mputers.
IXiring the summer of 2001, FBI
and Cal Poly investigators seized a
university-owned laptop that con
tained more than 50 images of
naked boys and girls, some as
young as preschixilers. Mi>ustafa,
who had worked at Cal Poly tor 17
years, resigned in August 2001.
He was arrested Sept. 25 at his
home in Grover Beach. He is cur
rently tree on $200,0(X) bail and
faces up to 10 years in prison if
convicted. His trial is set to begin
May 11, 2004.
A.ssistant U.S. Attorney Rod
t'astro-Silva confirmed Monday
that federal agents found reason to
investigate the administrators in
the case against Moustafa, former
Cal Poly mechanical engineering
department chair charged in
September with possessing child
jxirnography.
Castro-Silva said he did not
know how many administrators are
being inve.stigated or what posi
tions they hold.
— The Associated Press
contributed to this article

build it anew with modern technolo
gy. Tliey’ll utilize new reinforcement
and post tension tendons that are cor
continued from page 1
rosion resistant, plus very durable
concrete
mixes, much ot this was not
only creative engineering, it’s a beauavailable when the student’s first built
tihil work ot art.”
Tixlay, with so little being built in this experimental structure.”
Tlte nine blades ot the structure
the canyim the group tit six seniors
will
cascade in size moving in a circu
liHik to rebuilJ the tiriginal structure
and U> create a monumental stnicture lar pattern from a large thick blade
down to a small thiit blade. The vari
to change the face of the canyon.
“The canyon monument was the ation in the blades will all be calcu
seed that began the growth ot Poly lated to give precise variation.
With all the work and hours spent
Canyon as we know it today,”
Cjreen said. "You visit the structure putting the project together it seems
today and it is surrounded by stu unjust, that the students would not
dent-inspired projects that re receive senior project credit tor build
enforce the learn by doing spirit ot ing the structure.
Originally the project was intend
this university.”
ed
to count but later, the college offi
Three ot the original designers,
Mark Haselton, Ken Minor and cials, who were unavailable tor com
Steve Culmore, were invited back to ment, would not grant the studynts
C'al Poly this tall to mentor and credit.
“The project was seen by the pro
inspire the students mimicing their
fessors as tix> risky and not adhering
original design.
Bridging the past and present has to stime ot the principles ot the tech
n’t been easy, however. Tlie original nology. It was marked tor failure from
designers come from an era where the beginning,” Green said.
The project combines the efforts
putting the calculations to drafts was
and
knowledge ot the five depart
even more problematic than it is
ments within the College ot
today.
CAKD professor Ray Ladd said, Architecture and Environmental
“(The students will) be challenged to Engineering. The students are

Mustang Daily
responsible for all angles ot the design
and construction of the structure,
from site development, calculations
and environmental impact studies to
the actual construction.
Haselton will provide financial
backing and, along with Ken Minor,
will offer advice through out the con
struction.
Although the original designers
hope tor a memorable experience tor
the six students, the project has taken
on a larger meaning for Green.
“...1 became inspired to make
something greater of this project.
This greatness had to (come) through
telling a story. What has come up
missing in every project in Poly
Canyon is a story that gave each
piece and identity. So much time and
effort has been put into these projects
but there is such a lack ot history to
(them).”
The tentative schedule tor the pro
ject is to have the design completed
by the end of the tall cjuarter, to con
struct it by winter quarter and finally
to dedicate the structure during Cal
Poly’s t.'tpen House on April 17, 2004.
The new structure is expected to
stand anywhere from 50 to 100 years,
long enough to reach Cal Poly’s Bi
centennial.

SMOKING

Areas outside of the campus core members pounded out resolutions.
“We are now reviewing the feed
and residential community will fol
low 20-foot barrier restrictions.
back am.1 making changes based on
continued from page 1
After being informed of the poli that feedback. The revised docu
cy, graphic communication junior ments will be presented to the
engineering
sophomore
Josh Nicole Newman said, “Even though President for his review, comment
Hackney.
1 despi.se smokers, why give them and appnival,” Stover said.
Others are less concerned about their mvn area to smoke, so that they
Smoking is defined as the inhal
the smoke.
can all gather there and the smoke ing, exhaling, burning or cann ing of
“It diK'sn’t effect me. When I’m can waft out like a _________________________
___________ a lighted cigarette,
outside, 1 can just walk by or around chimney.^”
“Effective implementa' cigar, pipe or other
the smoke,” said electrical engineer
W h ilt
the
hill
t
lighted smoking prod
ing senior Adam Stagnaro.
uct, according to Cal
extended the distance
~
Because of varying opinions on from 5 to 20 feet from depends on üll meni'
Poly’s campus admin
campus the proposed smoking policy a main entrance, exit hers o f the university
istrative policy manu
can only reflect the majority opinion or iiperable vvnuLiw or
acting ivith al.
of the people on campus.
intake. Cal Poly has
'
„
Because it’s merely
Fifty-eight percent ot resixindents opted to allow smok- Common courtesy...
policy, the University
indicated a preference of smoke-free ing only in designated Csl Poly CdITipuS
Police
Department
(50 percent) or designated smoking areas, a preference administrative policy will have no autlmrity
areas (28 percent).
supported by stu d en ts-------------------------------------- in enforcing smoking
“There wasn’t enough of a differ and faculty.
related offenses on campus outside of
ence to make no smoking on campus
The university adopted its own its nonnal jurisdiction.
the policy,” asstKiate vice president smoking pxilicy. A president’s office
However, the policy will depend
of administration and finance Vicki request called for a committee tif stu on campus community cixiperation.
Stover said.
dents and staff from the .state, ASI
“Effective implementation t»f this
The committee recommended and the Ftiundation to review smok policy depends on all members of the
that 25 designated smoking areas be ing policy and determine if current university community acting with
provided in the campus core. policy changes were warranted.
common courtesy and sensitivity to
Residential community areas will
But Raker didn’t approve the pol others,” Cal Poly’s CAP stated.
enforce a smoking policy 25 feet icy without the support and input of
The policy will be publicized and
away from any building dixirs, win the campus community.
advertised by university employees
dows or air intakes.
Committee reviews progre.ss, as and officials.

RELIGION
continued from page 1
Davey qualified for the scholarship
along with .students studying other
fields. Only his chosen field was
excluded, his lawyers said. Davey’s
backers say that violated the
Camstitution’s guarantee that people
may worship freely.
I'favey continued his schooling
without the financial aid. So, justice
John Paul Stevens asked, how did loss
of the money prevent Davey from
practicing his religion?
“He practices it at a price,” Olson
replied.
“He practices it without a subsidy,"
Stevens shot back.
As often happens. Justice Sandra
Day O ’Connor seemed to he in the
middle. She closely kiuestioned
lawyers on both sides about the case’s
similarities to the emotional debate
over schixil vouchers.
The lYivey case is a follow-up to
the court’s major ruling last year that
allowed parents to use public tax
money to send their children to reli
gious schixils. A ruling in Davey’s
favor would make it easier to use
viHichers in many states, because it
could overturn provisions in state
constitutions like the one at issue in
Washington.
Like 56 kither states, Washington
prohibits spending public funds on
this kind of religious education. Bans
on public funds for religious educa
tion, often known as Blaine amend
ments, klate to the 19th century
when anti-Catholic sentiment ran
high.
The latest case is in many ways the
flip side of the voucher argument. It
asks not whether governments can
use tax money to underwrite religious
education, as the voucher question
did. Instead, the l>avey case asks
whether, when money is available, it
must be available for religious and
secular studies alike.
The ca.se also is considered a bell
wether tor what Bush calls his faithbased initiative. The plan, which is
stalled in Congress, would let more
religious groups compete tor govern
ment money for things like social ser
vices, sk) long as their services are
available to anybody in need.
Opponents fear the government
would wind up underwriting religious
proselytizing.
A Supreme Court ruling in Davey’s
favor could place the White House
program on firmer legal Kxiting.

tlve^ stu^de^pvts, by the^ stu^de^irvti
A S I Student Government - W ish You Were Here
*The University Union Advisory Board (UUAB) purchased software that will
allow students to sign up and pay for intramural sports and fitness classes
online. This option will be available summer quarter 2004.
*ASI Student Government will host a residence hail forum in Yosemite Hall on
Dec. 7 from 7*8 p.m. Students are invited to find out about ASI as well as
comment on the future of Student Government.
*ASI Student Government meetings are open to the public.
Please come and give us your input:
ASI Board of Directors meets Dec. 3 at 5 p.m. in UU 220
UUAB meets Dec. 9 at 4 p.m. in UU216
* Members of student government would like to wish you good luck during
finals week. Have a wonderful and safe winter breaki

___

asi.calpoly.edu/government________
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— The number of mothers with custody of their
— Japan's Mars probe is in trouble. Its weather satellites
OS ANGELES — Graduating
W ASHINGTON
children and living in poverty fell by almost a third between
are
breaking
down.
And
its
latest
attempt
to
put
a
pair
of
spy
Lseniors of the class of 2004
T
1993 and 2001,
satellites into orbit ended last weekend in a $92 million fireball.
may find more em ploym ent
o kyo

the C ensuN Bureau said in a ivpurt Tuesday.
Roughly 25 percent id all mothers with eustody — about 2.8 million
aomeit - lived in pox erry in 2001, down trom nearly 57 percent, or 4.2
inllion women, eiytht vears earlier.
' \perts cite changes implemented in the welfare m erhaul ot 19% .is the
aiain reason tor the decrease, as states cracked down on deadheat fathers
vluie nuduinjj siiij^le mothers off public .issistance rolls and into jobs.
•

•

•

CHICAGO — Diabetics who stick with insulin injections and
blood-sugar monitoring have better odds of survival than those
who choose to undergo a pancreas transplant, ,t drastic but incrensin)4ly common option, a study sugt¿c.sts.
Diabetes occurs when the body cannot produce or properly use irfijulin,
1 blood sugai-regul.ittng hormone produced in the pancreas. In most
cases, a pancreas transplant can e.sscntially cure diabetes.
Patients who received pancreas-only transplants had a one-year sur\aval rate of 97 percc'nt and a four-ye.ar rate of 85 percent, compa;tfpd with
'kS percent .ind 92 percent of those who tried to control their diabetes by
conventional means while awaiting a transplant, according to a govern
ment study in Wednesday’s Journal Of the American Medical
■Association.
'
l;

• • •
LOS ANGELES — A new state law designed to shield farms from
protesters and protect the food supply from contagious disease
has drawn the ire of activists, who say the law will inhibit their abil
ity to document cases of animal abuse.
The l.iw proposed by state Sen. Charles Poochigian, R-Fresno, will
make trespassing on lands where animals are raised for human consump
tion a misdemeanor punishable by six months in jail and/or a $1,000 fine,
tairrently, trespassers face a citation and a $10 fine.
The law goes into effect jan. 1.

• • •

While rival (2hina is ba'^king in rlie gli r\ of us tir>.t manned '•pace flight,
Japan’s new space agency is off
a Jecuiedlv inau>picious start.
The failure was especiallv di^.ippoinimg bec.iuse it followed fixe consec
utive successful liftoffs for the 112-A, ,i t\xo stage rocket designed by Japan
to shoxv off its technical proxxess. The H-2.A has serxed as the countrv’s pri
mary launch xehicle for several years.

• • •
MOSCOW — Russia won't ratify the Kyoto Protocol limiting green
house gas emissions because it will hurt the country's economy, a top
Kremlin official said Tuesdav. It ippeared to be a mortal bloxv to the accord
.limed at halting global xvarming.
The United States re|ected "he accord for the same reason. Without
Russia, It cannot come into effect even if approved by ex’ery other nation.
The pollution cuts re.fuirt'd by the treaty would sloxv the economic
growth that President Vl.idimir Putin has made a major priority, said top
adviser Andrei Illarionov.

• • •

JAKARTA, Indonesia — An appeals court has overturned the trea
son conviction of Abu Bakar Bashir and reduced his prison sentence
from four years to three — a key victory for the best known Islamic rad
ical in the world’s largest Muslim countrv.
However, defense lawyer .Achmad Michdan on Monday denounced the
court’s decision to uphold a conviction on lesser charges of forging identi
ty diK'uments and said his client would appeal to the Supreme Court.
The 65-year-old cleric was arrested shortly after the 2002 Bali bombings
in Indonesia under international pressure to crack down on extremism. A
court in September convicted him ot treason for involvement in a plot to
overthrow the goxernment. He was cleared of the main charge of heading
Jemaah Islamiyah. an al-Qaida-linkexf Southeast .Asian terror group.
•

•

•

DENVER — A woman was killed in a gruesome attack by a pack of
pit bull dogs that residents say had been a roaming menace for
months. .Another m.tn was injureil but escape-d after his son shot at the dogs.

BEIJING — Rescue squads battled thick snow, treacherous roads
and numerous aftershocks as they struggled to help the victims of a
powerful earthquake that killed at least 11 people in northwestern
China, official media reported Tuesday.

•Authorities began weighing charges Moiulay against the owners.
Jennifer Brooke, 40, was killed early Sunday when she went to a barn
to care for her horses, officials said. Her friend, Bjorn Cismunsen, 24, was
attacked when he went to look tor her.
Associated Press

.Affected residents were being reliKated to warmer housing as cleanup
efforts continued in the rugged region near CTina’s border with Kazakhstan,
in an ethnic minority area known as the lli Kazakh .Autonomous Prefecture.
Temperatures in i Ik* are.i had dropped to nearly zero.
Associated Press

—

—

In the spring ol 2204, the p<.
cent ot Ntudents \\lu will he
hired straight out of college is
predicre7t"fcrThcreaSlr"Neun ' per
cent to l5''pcfcem,'“R‘et*i^
to ,i
report '"'’'TTnTuc t \
t hc
Collegiate Tmplovfnent.iC 'x ik 11
InXt Itlatai.,—
\1^ 1. Careyt^Services ¡u-hJ' Rlaxcnuni
cent

SAN DIEGO — InJIovember,
the D ^ a rtm e n t ^ J to m e la n d
Security released a proposal to
collect a $100 fee fronpkinternation arsfO d eittsstu d yh ^ the
Unitech S4at«s.
the
c o s ts -^ .O J lfe _ | > M < « ^ and
ExchMUiA Visitor Inidfiiiation
System.
~
Ron Moffatt, director of San
Diego
State Universitv’s
International Student (Center,
said the $100 fee is not the prohlem — it’s the process surround
ing the fee collection.
The proposal has suggested fees
be collected electronicallv vi.i
credit c.irds .ind online bill p.ly
ing. Moff.itt said p.iving tees
online or electronically is .in
unrealistic expectation ot 'tuxlents in foreign countries where
Internet access is not xvidelv
available.
University Wire
—

street Lq

Financial Services/Sales

2020 Parker St.
across from Smart & Final
Under New Ownership
Attendent on duty daily

Careers fo r Recent
COLLEGE GRADUATES
California First Leasing Corporation, a subsidiary o f
California First National Bancorp (NASDAQ: C FN B ),
has available a limited number o f three-month sales
and marketing internships for recent college graduates
whose academ ic
reco rd
work
history and
interpersonal skills suggest they will thrive in our
high-performance, client-driven environment.

$ 1 .2 5 wash
Whirlpool washer only

-O P E N Seven days a week
6:00am 'til Midnight

Upon successful com pletion o f the 9 0 day
internship, outstanding interns may be offered full
time sales positions that offer competitive base
salaries, commission and benefits.

OTHILL

This is a rare opportunity for talented personable,
hard-working college graduates with four year
degrees to join forces with a recognized leader in a
growing U S . industry. For consideration, please
forward your resume and cover letter to:

Christmas Sale
Save 10-30%

Cal)
- -*"-i

opportunities than last year's
graduates, .iccording to .i stmlx
by Michigan St.iu Umxcrsitx,

Caiifom ia First Leasing Corporation
ASubtMaiy ot CoMomiotint MoitoMi toncoi^

(when you mention this ad-excludes Chris King)

C a lifo rn ia First Leasing C o rp o ratio n
Irvine, C a lifo rn ia

Fax: 949-255-0501
Email. recruit<^coifirstleQ$e.com
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Save 3 0 % off

on oil Cal Poly gift merchandise
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license p la te fra m e s , jackets, polos

ondmo.«i

A lso included
all Holiday gift merchandise,
fig u rin e s , o rn a m e n ts , gift w r a p , b o x e d ca rd s ,
plates & m u g s , stuffed a n im a ls , a n d to ys

Save 3 0 %

on all regular priced general books
h o lid a y b o o k s , co o k b o o k s , fiction, tra v e l, jo u rn a ls ,
ch ild re n s, g ift b o o k s a n d m o re

Save 3 0 % onan
a rt, office, a n d school supplies
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P R E S S U R E 'S O N

10 simple rules for beating finals week stress
By Josh Petray
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

The equation is simple, and don’t
worry because it won’t be on the
upx:oming calculus test: Finals plus
the quarter system equals stress.
Relieving that stress amid quarter
deadlines, and hours of cramming
can sometimes seem far-fetched, if
not unproductive, when considering
there are only a few hours of time to
study a couple month’s worth of
material.
Below is a list of creative and nec
essarily timely ways to relieve stress
during finals. Although not guaran
teed to completely absolve students
of their pre-exam panic, these activ
ities may at least provide some guid
ance for students whose engines are
about to over heat.

Embrace the child within your
self
Remember times when descend
ing down the twisty slide or swinging
on the jungle gym made you forget
about everything else, even the
globe-sized pimple on your forehead
that everybody stared at? Taking a
trip to the local playground and
abandoning the adult role you’ve
assumed may he one way to relieve
butterflies that arise during finals
(and of course after).

Get wet

ing finals after two consecutive allnighters? The local pool, hot tub,
lake, ocean, lawn sprinklers, rain or
even garden hose are all places
where students can drench them
selves.

Stay Dry
Cozying up to a nice warm fire
after returning home from classes,
soaked from the rain, might he the
cure for that pre-final tension. The
comfort factor here may draw you in
to sleep, but try and avoid this
because it only means you have less
time to study.

Listen to the sounds of nature
Waves crashing, crickets chirping,
breeze whistling, parrots squawking,
hushes rustling: these are all sounds
that allow us to simultaneously stare
at the computer screen and go on
vacation at the same time. Bring
hack memories of your trip to Costa
Rica?
Good times, yes, and
reminders of just how mundane life
can be, especially during finals.

Take a hit
True, the feeling of a bruised left
shoulder after it got pounded by the
liKal bodybuilder’s fist doesn’t sound
appealing, hut physical pain may he
your ticket to stress relief, as it casu
ally draws your mind from algo
rithms to the sensation in your
shoulder blade.

Take a stroll

Water can he quite refreshing and
therapeutic, especially when study
ing iKCupies normal showering time.
Don’t have the time to shower dur

Finals are by no means an excuse
for being a couch potato. One of the
most effective stress-relief mecha
nisms may he getting your heart

pumping with a
casual jog or walk
down the street, or
perhaps up Bishop
Peak. If the walk
alone can’t relieve
that stress, then
maybe the fabulous
views overlooking
San Luis Obispo
will.

Get jiggy with it
Exercising
by
impersonating MC
Hammer or Justin
Timherlake is an
amusing way to
alleviate worries
and stress. Just
don’t carry that
persona into the
classroom, because
other students may
think you’ve gone
mad.

Talk it over

NATHAN CASWELL/MUSTANG
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Having a conver Fun for young and old, a Jungle gym can help a stressed out student relive their
sation with a pro childhood and get rid of some of their academic anxiety. A jungle gym fit for a giant
fessor or fellow stu is located in Poly Canyon, a short drive or long walk from campus.
dent is a great way
Allow some time for the brain to inate stress during finals is to per
to clarify any concerns about what to
relax and realize just how trivial your form well and feel good about it
expect during finals. If anything, it
may he a reminder that you’re not worries are. W hile meditating or later. Procrastination will only cause
contemplating the meaning of life more stress, so getting things done
alone in stressing out during finals.
may not he peaceful for some, early, above all, help eliminate
Productive conversation, howev
embracing the simplest sounds, stress.
er, doesn’t mean gossiping about
sights and memories may he the key
These 10 ways to creatively man
Paris H ilton’s newest Web cam
to staying sane.
age
your stress in a timely manner
video.
Reflect on the peaceful things Stop staring at the syllabus and will hopefully serve as a helpful
get to work
guide to feeling better about upcom
The only way to completely elim ing exams.

El C o r r a l
Bo o k s t o r e
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The Top 10 Holiday Flicks to open presents
(or discover lumps o f coal) with

By Micah Paulson
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

W ith the holiday season comes
Blockbuster movie releases. But as
every new year brings films that don’t
satisfy the holiday palate, it is easy to
get nostalgic for the classics.
Nostalgia, here we come, with my
persLinal Top 10 Holiday Flicks List.

#1 "A Christmas Story"
This movie teaches important
lessons, like being careful with firearms,
avoiding the F-word so you
don’t
become a soap connoisseur and never
putting your tongue onto a frozen pole
even if you get triple-dog dared to do so.
A satirical jah at the commercialism of
the holiday season, “A Christmas
Story” follows a hoy on his journey to
receive the perfect gift, a Red Ryder BB
Gun. The main character, Ralphie,
makes numerous requests for the gun,
always getting the same response,
“You’ll shtxn your eye out.” FXj not
worry if you have not seen this quintes
sential Christmas tale, just turn on your
television at any time in the month of
December and chances are it will he on.

canes for an evil toy-manufacturing
tycLXTn, played by John Lithgow. This
movie will counter any doubts you may
have about the existence of Santa
Claus, explaining everything from how
the toys are built to how he manipulates
time to deliver them. And for once,
Moore plays a character that is not
drunk all the time.

#4 "Gremlins"
This movie taught us the all-impor
tant lesson; if you receive a small furry
creature unknown to modem science,
be careful; your Christmas present
might try to kill you.

«tr

gives

%

this
m o v ie
an auto
matic top
10 nomina
tion.

#8 "Elf"
After spend

#5
"National
Lampoon's: ing 30 years in
Christmas Vacation"
the North Pole
The third vacation with the
“Griswold” family brings to light the
insanity of the holiday season. Clark
Griswold, played by Chevy Chase, has
to overcome unruly relations, spend his
entire vacation putting up Christmas
lights and become an accessory to his
K iss’ kidnapping to realize the holiday
season is nothing but misery and tor
ment. In the end, it all proves worth
while.

#2 "Scrooged"

#6
"A
Nightmare
Christmas"

Before

This movie twists the classic Charles
Dickens novel by blending it with the
comedic talents of Bill Murray, playing
Francis Xavier Cross, a selfish television
executive. On his way to finding the
true meaning of Christmas, Murray is
almost tossed out of a high rise building
by the corpse of his dead boss, is
ridiculed by the ghost of Christmas past
and gets beat up by the ghost of
Christmas present. This film illustrates
the meaning of Christmas by showing
the horrific consequences of a greedy
and selfish life.

With his uniquely brilliant mind,
Tim Burton realized movies that take
place during the holiday season are usu
ally Kiring and sappy. So why not throw
Christmas a satanic surprise with the
intrusion of jack Skellington, king of
Halloween Town, and an array of
Halloween ghouls and goblins? The real
Santa Claus is held captive by the
“CXigie Bogie Monster,” who plans to
eat Santa before the night is up. In the
end, jack realizes Christmas is not his
strong point, and leaves it up to St
Nick.

#3 "Santa Claus: The Movie"

#7 "Trading Places"

This film star’s Dudley Mtxire as
Patch, a freethinking elf who tries to
use machines to increase toy manufac
turing in the North Pole. After his toys
start falling apart, Mcxire leaves the
North Pole to make magical candy

This movie does not entirely take
place entirely during the holiday seaSLin, but the scene where Dan Aykroyd
is completely drunk in a Santa Claus
outfit, and pulls a fish out from under
his fake beard to have a little snack

being raised by
Elves Buddy, played
by W ill Ferrell is|
sent to America to|
find his true identi
ty.
Ferrell’s
ch a ra cte r
is like
g ig a n tic ,
intensely
hyper 8-year-old who stumbles
through various adventures in New
York. The movie is not all that funny,
but makes Christmas seem like it
could not come fast enough.

#9 "The Santa Clause"
Tim Allen coming to grips with
becoming the new Santa Claus is a
clever way to introduce the holidays.
Watching Allen deal with his everexpanding stomach and an uncon
trollable white beard is a welcome dif
ference from A llen’s staple as the
“Tool M an.”

«10 "Ole Hard"
Another movie that did not display
any Christmas values what-so-ever.
But a New York cop, played by Bruce
Willis, blowing-away Euro-trash ter
rorists around Christmas time is good
enough for this list.
For more
Christmas cheer, check out “Die Hard

2 .”
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Scantlin still stuck in
d irty Puddle o f M u d d

lglesias"Seven'delights fans
Enrique
Iglesias' con
tinues his
tenure as
Latin heartthrob and
ladies' man
in his new
album
"Seven."

By Doug Putsch
THE CAUFORNIA AGGIE
(u n iv e r sit y CAUFORNIA-DAVIS)

By Ed De La Garza

across as Kansas City’s answer to
early Silverchair. It’s not a compari
son Scantlin can hang his baseball
H O U STO N — Upon hearing cap on, hut “Away From Me” rocks
“Away from Me,” the lead song off better than anything else on the
Puddle of Mudd’s sophomore album, album. It’s the one track that leads
“Life on Display,” gets the idea that people to think “Come C lean” was
lead singer/chief songwriter Wes more than “Control.”
Scantlin doesn’t trust the ladies.
But the rest of “Life On Display”
Skip ahead to “Heel Over Head,” quickly becomes a mosh pit of the
“Nothing Left To Lose” and worst of the current hard rock scene.
“Change My Mind,” and it’s clear Part of it may he the title. Scantlin’s
Scantlin has something to say about “life,” at least the one he wants to
women he left off 2 0 0 1’s “Come write about, isn’t really worth “dis
Clean.” On that album. Puddle of playing.”
Mudd used phrases about smacking
Women can ’t he trusted, they
and slapping women to make a hit don’t treat men right, they deserve
out of “Control,” a song about how what they get and they’re probably
the singer liked kinky sex. But in hookers. Either that or rely on the
that case, the music was able to drive soft meUidies and acoustic guitars to
a nail into listeners’ heads with its indicate to the listener that the
steady faux-Stone Temple Pilots lyrics are heartfelt. “How could I
style.
believe anything you’ve ever said /
This time around, Scantlin and And on the bottom of your shoes, a
the hand try to grow musically. But if little piece, a piece of (poop) / I
they aren’t copying STP, they really never wanna hear you sing, you
don’t have much going for them. sound just like a little kid.” How apt.
They either provide listeners with
It’s definitely a tighter hand than
mindless guitar riffs with redundant it was on “Come Clean,” hut it does
lyrics or old-school acoustical bal n’t have anything new to say with
lads. It’s an even mix of substandard that newfound musical ability. It’s
fare.
OK if you don’t want to listen to the
Tlrat’s not to say the music isn’t lyrics. But until CDs come with a
without its moments, namely the music-only option. Puddle of Mudd
lead single.
Instead of ST P is best heard without S ca n tlin ’s
wannabes. Puddle of Mudd comes angry screams.

T he D aily C ougar (U niversity of H ouston)

DAVIS, Calif. — As David
Letterman once said, it’s a very gcxxl
career move to have your name pre
ceded by a romantic alliteration:
Spanish Superhunk and Latin Lover
both work quite well. Enrique Iglesias
— son of famous musician Julio — has
taken the mole (and the rest of his
COURTESY PHOTO
pretty face) to multi-platinum status
simply by writing juicy love scTngs with
an absolute bare minimum of Spanish
flavor.
But now, flying solo, sans mole, can
the slightly lighter Enrique weave his
way into women’s hearts?
With the help of pnxiucer jimmy
lovine, you’d better believe it.
Not that the duo do anything par
ticularly extraordinary, as no track on and “The Way You Touch Me.” The edge by complementing Enrique with a
“Seven” stands out as either the ulti two SLTngs are the very definirkm of very unique hraitd of sound.
The Slings lie somewhere between
mate dance heat or love song. Enrique’s decent — Enrique stTunds gtxxl at the
high end of his vix:al dance and ballad, an interesting limbo
voice ranges from
range, and the heats are that magnifies the best work of the two
average to gixxl,
entrancingly rhythmic. stars. In a strange move that may he
never showing the
Nothing particularly particularly telling of the music indus
range or depth one
catchy, hut nothing to try, the single “Addicted” is probably
would expect from a
the squarest track on “Seven.” With
sneeze at.
solo artist who dixis
Then, the album snail-slow pacing, a mixlerately inter
nothing hut sing.
changes
into a basic, esting strings track complementing
But give credit, most
somewhat
repetitive Enrique’s voice and a basic drum line,
likely to lovine, for
exercise of Enrique’s the Sling drags more thim any other
not attempting to
voice
mixed
with S lin g .
make this album
There’s nothing groundbreaking on
strangely
listenable
anything different
“Seven.”
But with enough ingenuity to
SLHjnds created by lovine. It’s a weird
than what everyone expects.
“Seven” starts off with a couple of mix — the vixals are powerful yet keep songs fresh, the album is sure to
vanilla dance tracks, “Not in L)ve” generic, but lovine adds such a musical delight fans. Even without the mole.
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Not such a 'Smooth Criminar
e’re not sure if the King of Pop is going to be able
to moonwalk bis way out of this debacle.
As the media hype sur
rounding
M ichael
Jackson’s most recent
legal bout intensifies,
music fans around the
world are once again
ih
forced to either accept
or deny the allegations
against the self-pro
claimed King. As these
two colum nists c o n 
templated and debated
his potential guilt or
inn ocence, there was
one recurring thought
that
continued
to
invade our psyches — a
prem onition, if you
will.
We concluded that,
if found guilty before a
court of law, M ichael
Jackson would be one
eccentric cellmate.
Although our imagi
nations ran wild. our
vision of inmate «^7861 50 almost seemed real...
The shiny glove and shin guards were replaced by an
orange jumpsuit. Bubbles the Monkey didn’t hold his hand as

Q ^ ii

Bitchin’

he walked down the prison aisle to his cell. Instead, it was a
burly prison guard who, oddly enough, belted out “T h riller”
as he escorted his high profile inmate. Must have been a fan.
If MJ waS scared in the video for “Bad,” where he had to
face rough-and-tough Wesley Snipes (ooooh, scary), he must
have been soiling himself upon entering prison. His new
cellm ate was a large fellow who went by the name of Brutus.
Brutus was not a fan of M ichael’s work (during the 1980s, he
leaned more toward Frankie Goes to Hollywood), and there
fore showed no sympathy when the King of Pop complained
about not being able to see the true man in the mirror - the
cell was not equipped with such simple amenities.
W hile the time in his cell may have seemed frightening, it
was in the shower where M ichael really came face to face
with his worst nightmare. Somewhere between shampooing
his hair and picking up a bar of soap, M ichael became Billie
Jean ’s prison bitch. All these years of singing about how
Billie Jean wasn’t his lover finally came back to bite him in
the ass. Literally.
Billie Jean, however, was a little more caring than Brutus,
repeatedly asking “Annie are you OK? Are you OK? Are you
OK, Annie?” T he only response M ichael could muster was a
feeble, “H ee!”
Things went from “Bad” to “Invincible” for MJ as his stay
progressed. He was bouncing off the wall in his cell, not co n 
tent to sit around and just “Beat It” all day. He tried to write
new music, but could not find the inspiration; there was not
a roller coaster or surgical mask in sight, so MJ had nothing
from which to derive his powers. He tried to practice his
moonwalk, just to make sure he hadn’t lost it, but the cell

was far too small for him to move freely.
Things were getting so bad that M ichael even began rein
venting himself, trying to do his hair like it was back in the
“Rock W ith You” disco days.
It didn’t work.
Fortunately, Brutus began liking M ichael, one day even
telling him “You are not alone.” W hile it wasn’t the love
M ichael had previously been accustomed to, he took any
thing he could get. After all, this wasn’t a juvenile detention
center.
Although his relationship with Brutus became more hos
pitable, M ichael could not lift himself out of the whirlpool
of sorrow and shame in which he was trapped. After numer
ous cafeteria brawls, nights in the hole and cold showers, the
King’s bubble of invincibility finally shattered.
T he premonition ended with a frightening shriek of terror
that echoed late one night throughout the prison walls. It
was a tired, heartfelt “Just Leave Me A lon e!” Poor guy.
Whew, good thing this was only a sum of our crude imag
inations. W ho knows what would really happen to M ichael
if he were incarcerated? One may only wonder how he is
going to stay outside those prison bars and away from the
arms of Billie Jean. It is going to take a good legal team, lots
of public support and plenty of cash, er, energy. Better start
moonwalking.

Steve Hill and Chrissy Roth are journalism seniors and
Mustang Daily columnists who are thankful they haven't
m et Billie Jean. Wanna share your prison story? Email them
at QuitYerBitchinCP@yahoo.com.

GloRsh lacks a bright future
hnding a cure tor cancer is an apt reason
for genetically altering an animal.
Profiting from human consumerism is
not.
T he public’s barbaric fascination with
imprisoning genetically altered pet tish in
overpriced glass tanks seems to have tar out
weighed its consideration of the possible
effects of its environmentally-blind fish-col
lecting habits.
T he G loFish will be introduced into
.American markets this winter and the wheel
will begin turning toward acceptance of
humankind’s god-

COftiniGntdry

a b ilit ie s

to

genetically alter
animals for their own amusement. GloFish, a
zebra tish engineered to emit a radiant glow
and embraced by a Texas-based company
which will sell the tish in American markets,
will change the way Americans view their
pets.
Like a child who thoughtlessly pulls the
wings off an endangered Mission Blue
Butterfly, the effects of introducing GloFish
into the pet fish market have been over
looked, if not ignored, by a public that is just
as ignorant as the uninformed child who
can’t see the big picture.
W hat’s more amusing, watching a zebra
fish carouse from side to side in a glass tank,
banging its head on the walls as it searches
for a way out, or the view of the same fish as
It darts in and out of the coral reef free from
tlisturbance? Or would it be more amusing to
see that fish glow in the dark because .some
genetic engineer messed with its genetic
makeup?
People who would rather see the former are
cruel and unusual. Downright odd are the

people who would prefer to see a fish glow in
the dark at the expense of a 400 percent
markup.
T he public should be alarmed because the
GloFish may change the world of pets. The
boundaries of human amusement have been
extended to include genetically altered pets
that glow in the dark. 1 have a feeling people
are going to buy into it. T hat scares me.
Our once biologically affluent Earth is
becoming broke, if not bankrupt, of natural
ecosystems that are untouched.
W hen will it stop? W hen will the scope of
genetics expand to include even our most
foul desires? W hen you can custom order a
Siamese cat who flaunts the curly blonde hair
of your ex-girlfriend as you wrap its 10-footlong mink-haired tail around your neck?
W hen a clown fish lazily drags itself out of
the fish tank by its tentacles to beg for a bite
o f your Big Mac?
Disturbing, yes, but it could happen, and
the GloFish could help it happen. Thousands
of other genetically altered fish will likely be
engineered and sold for profit if the GloFish
penetrates the hearts and ptKkets of the few
wealthy pet owners of America who can even
afford such luxuries. If not properly regulated,
the GloFish will open doors to other orna
mental fish that will enter the market steadi

lySure, scientific research and medical pur
poses may be legitimate reasons for altering
animals, but human amusement is not one of
these reasons.
Genetically altering pet fish for trivial pur
poses is ludicrous.

w ill return on
W ednesdays next
quarter.
If you are a Cal Poly woman who
wants to voice her opinion on
women's issues, e-mail a 500-600
word sample column to
mustangdaily@hotmail.com.

Josh Petray is a journalism senior and
Mustang Daily staff writer.
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Alcohol ads offend women

R

ecently 1 have been noticing something on televi
sion that really bothers me. As advertisements for
alcohol are being aired on late-night television and
beer ads are on around the clock, some of the companies
seem to he making a certain message clear: These products
are not for women. This is guy stuff.
As a beer drinker, I feel shunned.
Bacardi’s new advertisements featuring the male charac
ters Bacardi and Cola are the worst. One ad features the
characters in a hot tub with women in bikinis. Another ad
begins with a woman whose name the Bacardi and Cola
characters can’t remember. After repeating about 20 names
they guess the bimbo’s name, and she giggles with happiness.
Yet another ad shows the char^ O n f1 IH 6 H T 3 rY

helping out a woman
after getting a stain on her
white dress. They hose her down with seltzer, and she’s not
wearing a bra ... what a surprise!
After checking out the company’s Web site, www.bacardiandcola.com, I found even more scantily clad women.
TTie first page has the male characters looking apathetic as
two big-breasted women in evening wear latch onto them.
In the comer there is another photo of three women cut off
just below their breasts. After Icxiking at the site, I somehow
had a picture of a woman wearing almost nothing and hold
ing a Bacardi drink as the background on my computer.
Needless to say, 1 changed it. I enjoy a g(xid rum and Coke,
and as a female consumer, I do not enjoy this ad campaign.
Ctx)rs also has its “guys night out’’ promotion. Most peo
ple have seen the commercials featuring the twins. At
www.coors.com the link to this promotion brings you to a
page with a cheerleader in a bikini top, and the “guys night
out’’ photo gallery. Here you can look at photos from differ
ent cities of guys drinking and having fun. Any females pho
tographed are wearing sexy clothes and making sexy pxjses.
T h at’s not my idea of a good time.
Tlte C oots Light Web site has a whole section profiling
the sexy twins from their commercials. The site also links
the consumer to the Maxim Girl Search. At this site you
can “vote for women, learn how to be more successful with
women or simply spend time staring at women.” I suppose
they forgot women might actually be their consumers, tcx>.

Lcxiking at these commercials, one could be led to believe
women simply don’t drink. It could even be assumed we
only go out to parties to ----------------------------------------look cute while drunk guys -t’ i • i • i
i
j
1
D u
u
1 ninkirip
hack on advergawk at us. Perhaps the
”
advertising executives for tisemcnts o f the past, the
these companies thought
most women don t like to
drink “guy stuff.” Maybe
.
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„
they figured we are all wine
drinkers. I know these

worlds o f alcohol and cig'
always been
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looked at as men s Stuff .
Bars and after^hours
statements are not true clubs were long Viewed
though.
^ places for someone to

1 like to go out on the
■ j r
i
,
,
,
,
.
unwind
after
work.
weekend and have a good
•'
time. I am a woman and I ----------------------------------------like to,drink beer. Plenty of other women I know are the
same way. I don’t understand why some advertisers ignore
the entire female demographic when it comes to beer or
hard alcohol. It seems as if they want to promote these prod
ucts as something only men should consume. A gtxid beer
tastes the same whether you’re male or female, but does
everyone see it that way?
Thinking back on advertisements of the past, the worlds
of alcohol and cigarettes have always been looked at as
men’s stuff. Bars and after-hour clubs were long viewed as
places for someone to unwind after a hard day’s work. Since
men were long thought of as the “breadwinners,” it is easy to
see why men are asstKiated with these places. The fear of
fetal alcohol syndrome and other affects of alcohol and cig
arettes on the fetus may promote this stereotype as well.
Old ideas and stereotypes are often hard to change. But,
the world of advertising should be adaptive. 1 know many
women drink rum and other hard alcohol, and plenty also
like beer. I don’t believe it is wise for the companies that
make these products to aim all of their commercials solely at
men and their supposed perspective. It is inaccurate to
ignore half the population in the advertising of universally
popular prixlucts. I, for one, alst) find it pretty insulting.

Gaia Veenis is a vyriter for The Daily Aztec at San Diego
State University.

Letters to the editor
Article was blind to all opinions

States can legalize gay marriage

Editor,

Editor,

Tltis letter is a*nceming the article “Activists exercise free
speech” (Nov. 25). Tlie piece is incretlibly blind to tbe differing
opinions present in the group that was there. Not surprisingly,
Newman gives a large amount of nx>m in the article to those
ag-ainst the two “iictivists.” Including the statement “Neither of
the activists nxeivcxl administrative approval or pennission to
hold their demon.stration.” Newman went on to attack whether
they hikl the right to be there (and later admits the constitution
holds th.it they d»>), and what the police axild i.k> aKxit it
(which tumc\l out to lx* nothing). Newman closes with two or
thax cjiKitc's offering the “other” i>pinion she finds in the group.
E.x;h giKXe gives respect for what the “activists” are trying to do
Kit a disi^lain for the way they are dtiing it. NewTuan fails to see
that them are those in the crowd agreeing with the two men’s
ideas and even the way they go aKxit conveying them. I, for
one, Klievc that w'e need [X'ople to not only expmss Gixi’s love
but also his potential for anger when we continue to spit in his
face. 1 completely support the way the “activists” dtxidcxl to try
and call attention to this matter.

As I was reading the CTpinion page (“Cniy marriage is a mat
ter of civil rights” I')ec. 2), I noticed how erroncxxis the author
was. Barry Hayes netxls to rexxamine the U.S. Qinstitution
Kfore waxing on how gay marriage d*x‘sn’t affect the church.
Tlie problem with “the church will dexide tor the nation the
issue of gay marriage” is that the church has no power to dexide
that. The state ckxs. The Omstitution gives state's “sovemign
power” to do what they want, and this includes the issue of g-ay
marriage. Didn’t Maryland just approve g.iy marriage?
1 have a problem with Hayes as,sumption that the church is
the deciding power in this issue. Some states have chosen not to
Ic'galize gay marriage and it is their pmrogative to do so. Please
ck^n’t bash states that don’t Ic'galize it. The hict that stnne
churches agrex with gay marriage and some doii’t is irrelevant.
Marriage is not made lc*gal (in any state) by churchc's, but by
courts. Summing up, gay marriage is not a civil rights issue, its a
state’s right issue.
EDITOR'S N O TE: Gay marriafíe u m recently L’f;ahzed in
Massachusetts, not Maryland.

Daniel Horning is a business sophomore.

Matthew Rayhbuck is a construction management junior.

Hunting shouldn't be for the rush
Editor,
1 was appalled by the article, “The way of the gun” (Nov. 20).
Acctirding U) Ben, killing inmxent animals is “an adrenaline
rush.” Well, so is Kating up someone in a bar fight or sKniting
up heroin, but you won’t see me doing these things for the
“rush.” l>m’t get me wrong. I am not against hunting. 1 am
against people who hunt for the “adrenaline rush.”
1 am not sure what was mom disturbing, the picture of Ben
“showing off his game” of dead coyotes with their tongues hang
ing out, or the entire barbaric interv'iew. Tliere are plenty of
acti\’ities ytxi can do “to be with Gixl and get things off of your
mind” without killing animals that can’t sixxit hack. Frankly,
people like Ben scare me. It just gixs to show yini that anything
can K' justified. As a friend stated after reading this article, “1can
only hope he gets maulcxl by a bear.”

Pat Mayeda is a Masters of Business Administration student.

Letter policy
Letters become the property of the Mustang Daily.
Mustang Daily reserves the right to edit letters for grammar,
profanities and length. Letters, commentaries and cartoons do
not represent the views of the Mustang Daily. Please limit
length to 250 words. Letters should include the writer's full
name, phone number, major and class standing.

By mail:
Letters to the Editor
Building 26, Room 226
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
CA 93407

By fax:
(805) 756^784

By e-mail: mu$tangdaily@hQtmail.com
Letters must come from a Cal Poly e-mail account. Do
not send letters as an attachment. Please send the text in the
body of the e-mail.

Medicare bill
attacks a once
'Great Society'
he so-called reform of Medicare will be the death of Medicare.
Last week. Congress approved a bill to reform prescription drug
coverage under Medicare on sharply divided partisan lines. In
the case of Wisconsin, Kith Senators Feingold (D) and Kohl (D) voted
against the bill. In the House, the vote -was split nay/yea between
Wisconsin Demcxrats and Republicans.
Medicare is a legacy of the Great Stxiety initiatives of former
President Johnson. It is a voluntary program that provides assistance for
many seniors and disabled Americans who are unable to purchase pri
vate health care coverage.
Medicare is in urgent need of attention. The premiums Kmeficiaries
must pay are rising each year even the gap between the amount
Medicare will cover for drug costs and the amount beneficiaries must
pay out of pixket. As of 2000, the program cost the government $224
billion. Once the Baby Btxim generation enters the system, it will
endure a financial strain well beyond its resources, saddling our gener
ation with rampant debt. But the current bill is not the path to suc
cessful reform.
__
A.
privatization process requires that
^ O n flllfl0 llX 3 r y
private insurers, and not the govern
ment, provide prescription drug lienefits.
The insurers will he allowed to charge premiums for drug benefits, and
Medicare would be prevented from directly providing drug coverage. By
2010, commercial health plans will be allowed to compete directly with
Medicare by selling insurance alternatives to the benefits the program
provides.
Proponents hope lower premiums and better Knefits will encourage
Americans to leave Medicare in favor of commercial carriers. But pri
vate insurers will only take the healthiest people who will cevst them
less money. The sicke.st and oldest will K; stuck in a hobbled Medicare
and required to pay ever-increasing premiums, since less funding will K>
given to the program.
The new bill calls for a cap on what the federal government can
spend on Metlicare — ostensibly in the name of sound fiscal manage
ment. However, the cap provisions require the program’s tnistees to
declare Medicare insolvent if federal spending exceeds 45 ixrcent of
program expenses (which, of course, are rising evxn now).
IX'tining instdvency arbitrarily works to the right’s advantage, since
they hope that an inevitable budget crisis will provitle them with the
pi)litical capital neces.sary to push through an even more ambitious pro
gram of reducing benefits and calling for more cost sharing.
Gmgressional Republicans onild never actually reduce Knefits or hike
premiums, since the existing Medicare legislation contains extensive
protextions against exactly that. Instead, they ho|X‘ to kill Medicare by
star\’ing the pmgram to death.
Tlte paltr>’ dnig coverage authorized in the bill dix's tx>thing to
address the growing coverage gap. The average recipient spends $2,300
(Kyond what Medicare will cover) on drug prescriptions atmually. By
2007, that ciist will rise to $2,900 even with the new coverage allotted
by the bill. I9nig costs will ct»ntinue tti escalate, as Congress refu.ses to
pliKe any price controls on phannaceuticals. Since the maximum
allowable income for coverage will K lowered, fewer .Americans (as
many as 3 million) will K eligible tor help fn>m Medicare in buying
prescription dnigs. Sen. Feingold estimates that under this bill, bO.OtX?
Wi.sconsin retirees st.md to lose their health insurance, and 110,000
Wisconsinites will face increa.sed, not dcxreased, payments for prescrip
tion dnigs.
Republicans tout the support of the .AARP for the bill. But the
AARP had much to lose, including its tax-exempt status and the gixxJwill of the Republican Party. As early as 1995, when Republicans were
already .seeking allies for reducing Medicare’s budget fixitprint, Sen.
Alan Simps«in of Wyoming, who was investigating the tax exemption,
told the AARP that “the intensity of my investigation will K directly
related to your fight on Medicare.” Bevsides, the AARP stands tii K nefit handsomely frotn the new’ law, as it would see an ittcrease in the roy
alties it receives for insurance marketed under its natne.
LJltimately, this new bill is aKnit splintering stx'iety itt the interests
of the in.surance and phannaceutical industries. Tlie promise .uul the
apjx'al of Medicare is that it provides tor lower income as well as mid
dle chess Americans. It is part t)f the system of government guarantees
first created under the New l\'al and reinvigorated during the Great
Kx'iety era — guarantees that w’e all now regard as a birthright, such as
Stxial Security Insurance. But by denying it adequate funding,
Qmgressional Republicans hope to replace Mcxlicare with a wholly pri
vatized insurance system that would leave the sickest and oldest
Americans out in the cold.
Tlie extreme right’s ideolog>’ of slashing public assistance programs
and forcing those who are unable to provide for themselves out of the
system shows us how much America has changetl since 1963, when
President Kennedy told Gmgress that “a .sixiety’s quality and durabili
ty can K Kst measured by the respext and care given its elderly citizens.

T

Attention:
Your letter will not be printed unless you submit it in the
correct format.

Rob Hunter is a writer for the Badger Herald at the University of
Wisconsin.
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HáltóMB
FOOD (Free drink included)

Every Day!
9pm -11:39pm
541-5999 • 1005 Monterey St
Downtown SLO (across from courthouse)

luOaC..’ ■rTT'vide, ,i
crivnonmentso please aa
ipprc:'’'.'.te'. We i-cserve the ' igMto i -t at'/one off at an>
t!”'L C^e'' .ii' dfor one DC'son. ath a drink ':rTVt. Happy
-■O'yt*. o •'■ct■'iiidIkto anyott.er Dnor-'nt.onal offers.
'-.-ei ■.£ ' p-ce
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DRINKS’

Corn Dog & Fries......................$4.95
Hot Dog & Fries........................ $4.95
1 lb. Buffalo Wings.................. $5l95
Individual Size Nachos........... $5,95
Quesadilla.................
$5.95
Grilled Ham & Cheese..,.........$6.95
Fish & Chips.......................... ...$7.95
Sampler Basket......................... $6.95
(2 chicken strips, 3 cheese fries,
& french fries)

Absolut Vodka....................$2.50
Beerfeaters Gin.................. $2.50
Cuervo Gold.....................$2.50
Captain Morgan................ $2.50
Jack Daniels........... ......... ,$2,50
Long Island Iced Tea......„$2.25
Kamikaze............................$2.25
Cosmopolitan.....................$2.25
Martini................................$2.25
Manhattan.......................... $2.25

^

Campus Bottle
UMDER MEW OWMER5HIP & MEWLY REMODELED

Take Traffic School Now!

A vailable O nline 24/71
Due Date Sp e ci a lis ts : Rush & FedEx Availa bl e.

c a l h o l y '» S T 'J
E n te r

sn« -

^ ¿ . Q O o«:

For m ore *rrfo or to rogtstur lo g -o n to .
w w w .tr a f fic s c h o o l.c o m
o r c a ll to ll-fre e
1 -8 0 0 -6 9 1 -5 0 1 4

"^TrafficSchooLcom ’^
D rivin g Down Yo u r C o st o f D riving,'*

___I

sr}}
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\sk A b o u t S p o n s o rsh ip
fo r Y o u r

Tra te rn ity or S o ro rity

Keg Party
nd-Raiser 8 i Special Events
We'll have your best deal on:
Beer
Wine
Spirits
Lottery
Tobacco

Groceries
5nacks
Coffee
Tountain Drink

290CAUrOnNIA

credit / atm cards accepted
S to re Mours;
S u n -W e d . 7 :5 0 a m - 1 1 :0 0 p m
Thur S a t 7 5 0 a m - 12 0 0 p m
call 54S-0925

T R A D E R ^ Q E 'S

S

h

o

p

!

%/ G re a t Prices
%/ Fun C re w

✓
✓

Extensive O rg a n !c Selection
C o m e Shop w ith U s

#1 S u p e rm a rk e t
#1 Place to B uy W in e
& one of th e Best H e a lth Food Stores

3977 South Higuera Street, S L O •783-2780

Crossword

Mustang Daily

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Admitting a
draft, maybe
5 Anthem opening
9 Capp lad
14 Actor Cronyn
15 Gabrielle's
companion on
TV
16 Have the
munchies tor
17 Commotions
18 Bullied
20 1915 Lillian
Gish film, with
“The".
22 Jimmy Stewart
syllables
23 Plating material
24 Charged
particles
28 Vienna basedcartel
30 Jeter stal.
33 Ballroom dance
34 G ray___

35 Swindle,
slangiiy
36 1997 Roberto
Benigni film
39 One way to turn
at sea
40 Hightail it
41 Way to go
42 Georgia,
formerly; Abbr,
43 Strongbox
document
44 Winter apple
45 Winner's take
46 Galley tool
47 2002 Robin
Williams film
55 Landfall for
Ponce de León
56 Not stay pul
57 Le petit prince’s
home planet
58 "The Good
Earth" heroine
59 Mtchener's
"Centennial,"
e.g.

A N SW ER TO PREVIO US PUZZLE
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Edited by Will Shortz

60 Bridges in
Hollywood
61 Model Banks
62 Hospital
supplies
DOWN
1 Melville mariner
2 D a m e ___
Dench
3 Love
personified
4 Staff symbol
5 River bends
6 Lowly laborers
7 Small forest
buffalo
8 [bor-r-ring']
9 Vinegary
10 Control center
11 Cold war winner
12 In a tie
13 Cartoon
Chihuahua
19 Flat-bottomed
rowboat
21 Former enemy
capital
24 Travel reference
25 Symbol of
toughness
26 Deduce
27 Curved arch
28 Mountain
nymph
29 Still-life item
30 Groucho's
"Duck Soup"
role
31 Ruffian
32 Dock site
34 Busy a s ___

1

4

i4

1?

z; r

55

45

P o rtl« b y Judy Cote

35 Book jacket
items
37 Prefix with
scope
38 Cape Cod town
43 Like some lines
44 1936 Loretta
Young title role
45 Fencer’s
deflection

47 Field of honor
event
48 Architect
Saarinen
49 Race pace
50 Overly suave
51 Assavers stuff

For answers, call 1-900 285-5656, $1.20 a minute: or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available lor the best of Sunday
crosswords from tno last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions. Today's puzzle and more than 2.000
past puzzles nytimos com,'crosswords ($34.95 a year)
Crosswords for young solvers: The Learning Network
nytimes.com/learning,'xwords

C e r t i f i e d 3 9 3 M A R S H S T 393 Marsh St. San Luis Obispo
UTO SLO . C A 9 3 4 0 1
543-7383
8
0
5
J
5
4
3
7
3
8
3
R epair m
VVc accept parents credit cards

El Co r r a l Bo o k st o r e

Classified Advertising
Graphic Arts Building, Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 (805) 756-1143
Announcements
space available GE Area C4
Winter Quarter 2004
Humanities 310 TR 7-9am
Prof. Barbara Mori, Dept, of
Social Science an introduction to
the underlying values of Chinese
society with emphasis on literature,
art, philosophy, and religion.
Essential for anyone with an
interest in Pacific Rim.
Picturesque, Inc. invites you to
check out their floating picture
frame at the IT Trade Show
Bldg. 21, rm 135, Wed. 3-6

I

Help W a n te d
Sacramento-based
environmental nonprofit seeks
Central Coast-based organizer for
coastal, marine, and watershed
protection program. Background in
community organizing and/or
watershed processes a plus.
Spanish speakers preferred,
candidates from diverse
backgrounds encouraged to
apply. PCLF is an equal
opportunity employer.
Cover letter and resume to
PCLF, 926 J St., Suite 612,
Sacramento, CA 95814. No
phone calls.

Help W anted
Make Money
taking Online Surveys
Earn $10-3125 for Surveys
Earn $25-3250 for Focus Groups
Visit
www.cash4students.com/cpsu

Book Exchange
I have a textbook for Business
200 for sale.
Please call Christi at 455-5555

R o o m s F or R e n t
Train to be Behavior Therapist.
All training provided to work with
a child with autism. Educational
and behavioral program 25 hrs/wk.
Weekends req., internship poss.
Piano talent highly desired.
878-2021

Attention!!!
Cal Poly students
Winter Break Work
Customer service/sales.
$18.00 Base-Appt.
Vector has a special 1-5 week
work program, flexible hours, all
ages 18-b, conditions apply.
Great resume experience.
Training provided.
For openings all over Southern
California, apply online
www.workforstudents.com

I

5 Bedroom, 1 Bath, n/p
big backyard
Great house, good location,
close to school. Possibly four
rooms open. $475 + utilities.
Call or email for more info.
441-0985 (Brooke).
brooklyn_1044 @ hotmail.com

H o m e s F o r Sale
Growing Co. in Goleta looking for
Technical Account Manager.
If you like technology & want a
career in sales, this is the job for
you! Training available for
motivated grads! Benefits. 401K,
stock opts., profit share.
Email: careers@govplace.com

Culture
Interested in teaching Foreign
Language and Culture to elem.
school students? Check us out!

Thurs. 8pm Bldg. 3-206 or
e m a ilu sCalPolyCulture®
hotmail.com

Free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO.
Call Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 or email
Steve @ slohomes.com

I

H o m e s F o r Sale
Condo 2 bedroom single level
one and one-half bath, gated
pool. Only 12 condos in complex.
Call agent Shauna Novy
805-528-5789 Bayshore Realty
for details

SLO Madonna/OceanaireHighly desirable area
$349,000 asking price

Lost and F o u n d
Lost: Cell phone, older Sony
with name Karen Brown. Please
call 805-594-1327, reward!
Missing baseball glove!!!
Lost on Sunday the 16th.
Easton Redline 11 Infieider’s
Glove. $40 Reward!!!
Call Seth 559-967-4439

F o r Sale
Solid Oak kitchen Table Set
$200 or best offer
Call Enza 594-1326
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Sports

Two men in the arena
•Two former Mustang
football players to play
for the 2002 Arena
Bowl champions

Mm ■

Into the
Lions'
den

By Samantha Yale

By Amanda Strachan

MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Two former Cal Poly football
players will team up again at the
professional level this February.
Adam Herzing and Vaughn Jarrett
will play for the San Jose Sabercats
of the Arena Football League.
Jarrett was a first-team all N CAA
Division 1-AA Independent pick in

TTie Cal Poly men’s basketball
team will take its game back on the
road Wednesday versus Loyola
Marymount.
The Mustangs hope to keep their
2-1 record as they face the 4-0
Lions.
The Mustangs expect LMU to
put up a fierce fight.
“They are a feisty group playing
with a lot of confidence,” head
coach Kevin Bromley said.
LM U’s tight defense will provide
a tough obstacle for Cal Poly.
They have held their opponents
to a 39 percent shcxxing average
pier game, second in the West Coast
Conference.
“They don’t beat themselves,”
Bromley said, “They are very well
disciplined...they are always in the
right spxTt at the right time.”
The Mustangs plan to counter
LM U’s strong defense with accurate
and confident shcx)ting Bromley
said.
One of LM U’s strengths is a high
turnover rate. TTiey force an aver
age of 17 turnovers pier game.
Junior forward Nick Ensweiler
said the Mustangs have develop>ed
a chemistry that allows them to
move the ball around.
Ensweiler leads the Mustangs
with 4.3 assists per game. His
awareness has also earned him
recognition; last week he was
named Big West Player of the
Week.
LMU will have to counter Cal
Poly’s high average of steals. The
Mustangs average 7.7 steals per
game.
Cal Poly may also rely on the
return of senior forward Shane
Schilling.
Schilling led the Mustangs with
16 pxrints against LMU last season.
He has missed the last two games
due to a wrist injury. He played in
the season-opiening win against
(Dal, scoring six pxrints and hitting
key free throws down the stretch.
TTie Mustangs will also be play
ing without junior center Phil
Johnson.
“He’s gaining
momentum,”
Bromley said Tuesday. "(H e) may be
ready by tomorrow.”
Another advantage Cal Poly may
have over LMU is senior guard Eric
Jackscin. His driving ability is often
underestimated and will be an asset
for the Mustangs. He had 14 pxiints
in Cal Poly’s win over San Jose
State on Saturday.
“He’s the best mover without the
ball,” Bromley said.
The Mustangs will be hardpressed to turn around their strug
gling three-pioint shooting. LMU
held oppxjnents to 29 p>ercent from
beyond the arc.
Bromley said that he would not
discourage three-px)int shots.
“I want them to shoot with con
fidence,” said Bromley.
In the end the game matches two
team that have a lot to lose.
“It’s just up to who wants it
more,” Enzweiler said.

2002.
He was a four-year letter winner
and three-year starter.
He led the Mustangs with four
interceptions and posted 11 pass
breakups in 2002.
He ended his Cal Poly career
Vaughn Jarrett will play for the
with 13 interceptions, making him
the fifth leading interceptor in
was excited, but not too surprised.
school history.
“I’m confident in my ability to
Jarrett’s major is kinesiology, and play,” he said.
he still has one year to complete
He was also considered for the
before graduation. He said he plans
Los Angeles Avengers, but said he is
to go back to graduate at some
grateful for the oppcirtunity to play
point.
with the Sabercats. “I definitely
One of his coaches at Ca! Poly
don’t take it for granted,” Jarrett
was
current
said.
■■■■■■■■■■■■ l i n e b a c k e r
Jarrett said he will be playing
► Jarrett is fifth
coach
David
wide receiver for the Sabercats, a
in school history Brown,
position he hasn’t played since high
in interceptions.
“He picked
up on their school.
He said his Cal Poly experience
^ Herzing
schemes
and
signed a contract techniques a helped prepare him for the
with the Colts in lot faster than Sabercats. He especially credits
the
average Brown with assisting his training.
Jarrett is currently living and
guy,”
Brown
training
in Los Angeles, but he say
said of Jarrett’s tryout. “He also
asked a lot of intelligent questions.” relcKating to San Jose won’t be a
Jarrett said he went up to San problem.
“I’m
down
here
on
my
Jose in June to warm-up with the
own...(but) I try to get out on the
team.
“1 had a pretty gixxl practice,” he field,” he said.
Jarrett attended La Mirada High
said. “EverybtxJy seems pretty cool.”
Jarrett said when he found out he SchtHil in California where he led
was selected for the Sabercats, he his team to a 12-1 record and was

FILE PHOTO/SPORTS INFORMATION

San Jose Sabercats in February.
twice named first-team all-league.
A 1998 graduate of San Jose’s
Leland High School, Herzing (6-2,
197) enjoyed a stellar four-year
career at Cal Poly before signing a
free agent contract with the
Indianapolis Colts, where he spent a
majority of the 2002 campaign on
the NFL team’s practice squad.
Herzing led Cal Poly with 51
catches for 968 yards and nine
touchdowns his senior season and
totaled 34 or more receptions in
each of his last three seasons. He
ended his Mustang career ranked
second all-time with 2,443 receiving
yards and third with 138 receptions.
Herzing holds the Cal Poly record
for longest pass play, hcxiking up with
quarterback Seth Burford on a 95yard touchdown
pass against
Sacramento State in the 2001 sea
son.
The SaberCats open their 10th
seasLTn in the Arena FtxTtball League
in February. The club won the 2(X)2
Arena Bowl.

Four wrestlers picked BWC sends
six teams
first in th e Pac-10
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT

N CAA tournament, where he did
not place. Cox finished the year
Four Mustangs are ranked No. 1 as ranked 20th in the nation.
the 2(X)3-04 preseason Pacific-10
Sophomore Ryan Halsey is
individual wrestling rankings were ranked No. 5 in the nation in the
released today. Vic Moreno, M att^ 184 lbs. class. Halsey won the Pac(Dox, Ryan Halsey and Dan Howe all 10 title in 184-pound division. He
take the N o.l spot in their respec was named the Pac-10 Newcomer of
tive weight classes heading into the the Year, marking the first time in
Pac-10 season. Four other Mustangs school history a Mustang has
are ranked in the top-five.
received the honor. Halsey led the
Vic Moreno, a Cal Poly junior, is Mustangs with a 29-10 overall, 12-4
ranked No. 4 in the nation in the in dual match records, and 8 pins.
125 lbs. class coming into the sea Halsey finished the 2002-03 ranked
son. Moreno had a 24-9 overall 17th in the nation.
record, 8-2 in dual matches. He
Junior Dane Howe is ranked
placed third
at the
Pac-10 No. 18 in the nation in the 285 lbs.
Championships, qualifying him for class. Howe went 21-14 overall, 12the N CAA Championships, where 6 in dual matches. He placed fourth
he did not place. Moreno finished at the Pac-10 Championships, qual
the year ranked 12th in the nation.
ifying him for the N CAA tourna
Cal Poly junior Matt Cox is ment, where he did not place.
ranked No. 11 in the nation in the
Darrell Vasquez (1 3 3 ), Brody
149 lbs. class. (2ox had a 27-13 over Barrios (165), and Ralph Garcia
all, 13-2 dual match records. He (197) are ranked No. 4 in the Pacplaced fourth at the
Pac-10 10 preseason polls, while David
Championship, qualifying for the Roberts (141) is at the No. 5 spot.

to NCAAs
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT

Six schools will represent the
Big West at the 2003 N C A A
Division I Women’s Volleyball
Championship.
Cal State Northridge, Long
Beach State, U C Irvine, U C Santa
Barbara, Idaho and Pacific were
picked for postseason participa
tion, giving the Big West its most
representation since seven schools
advanced to the tournament in
1989.
Cal Poly finished eighth in the
conference standings.
The Big West was one of just
five conferences to have at least six
schools named to the tournament
field, joining the Big Ten, Pac-10,
Big 12 and West Coast.
Familiar faces to the postseason
include U C Santa Barbara and
Pacific, which remain two of four
schools to have earned bids to all
23 championships.
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By the numbers
2 -3
The Cal Poly m en's basket
ball team is 2-3 in its five
m eetings w ith Loyola
M aryrrxxjnt. The M ustangs
lost 64-49 in the team s' first
m eeting in 1952 in the third
round o f the Lo s A ngeles
State College Tournament.
Cal Ftoly w on last year's
m eeting in M ott Gym 72-70
in overtime.
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Who has the second-best sellii^l
jersey in the NBA this season?

Send answers to: spm artinOcalpoly.edu

How manv black head coaches
had coached in the SEC before
Mississippi State hired Sylvester jj
Groom on Monday?
,^

0

n

CongrstuMons to CKfConovai; Joe Alsup Zachary
Lelevietjoseph, Chris Couevas Kyle StrrUr and M ke!

Sports editor Sean Martin can be
reached at 7 5 6 -1 7 9 6 or mustang
dailysports^ahoo.com

